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Abstract: This paper describes the tracking of the object with
the utility of a three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope for
navigation. The sensor fusion is receiving enormous research
interest which is used in monitoring and tracking position. For
dynamic modeling, for real-time data, the perceptual mixing of
the signals is required. For proper mixing of the signals, sensor
fusion techniques are used. This paper presents the comparative
review analysis for the three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope
for linear acceleration and angular rotation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Navigation is the process of monitoring and controlling
object position. This navigation is undergoing with various
techniques and methods over these years, viz. compass,
coastal navigation, dead reckoning, charts. Over these
methods, the most popular method for navigation is
preferred as GPS (Global Positioning System) nowadays.
This is a preferred method to assist in knowing object
location in computers and mobile phones. The problem with
GPS is signal degradation particularly caused in the
environment, loss of the signal because of the obstacles,
trilateration to know the exact point of intersecting derived
by the satellite signals and inaccurate signal due to the
multipath [1].
Unfortunately GPS for navigation needs the clear sky to
receive signals even though with more precise GPS signals
in clear sky, signals are prone to errors. Thus some sort of
filtration is required to provide navigation with certain
conditions of the environment so that GPS receiver signals
should not get affected by environmental conditions. It is
required for GPS receiver signals to be noise-free, to get the
exact position of the object. The presence of noise in
received signals from GPS satellites may affect its position
and it becomes difficult to maintain track of these objects in
surveillance. Continual reception of noise-free signals is
more important for navigation under such applications
[2],[3]. To overcome the limitation of an inaccurate position
of any object in GPS based navigation, DGPS (Differential
Global Positioning) is promoted.
DGPS is mentioned to give location accuracy based on a
ground-based reference station to calculate the difference
between the actual position and the position received by
GPS satellite [3] [4].

These base station roles are to broadcast the internal
pseudo-range and actual pseudo-range and calculate the
difference between two ranges and transmit through groundbased stations [5]. In order to support GPS the time based
synchronization has to be taken for consideration of traffic
with timely stability [6]. With respect to the time based
synchronization, pseudo-range is one more factor for
calculating the distance between the satellites. The
navigation receivers among which determines the distances
from them for calculating position along with Non-linear
least squares method to identify position with the clock bias
[7].To aid in navigation for the GPS signal to bear with
erroneous signal, inertial navigation systems are taken into
lead the navigation [8].
Vision-based approach is an approach for navigation which
is gaining numerous interest in the field of navigation
[9],[10].
In addition to these methods, another approach for
navigation is MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System)
based [11]. These sensors provide position through the
accelerometer and gyroscope. These sensors acquire
acceleration and the rotational movements of object
position. Such signals from the sensors are prone to drift
error, sampling error, etc. The three-axis accelerometers
measure the inertial forces on the three axes. Similarly, each
gyroscope measures the rotation in each axis. Accelerometer
and gyroscope are the most widely used sensors for
navigation. These sensors deliver velocity and angular rate
information around the axis. Through this type of
information the exact location of an object can be obtained.
Visual monitoring and tracking, security, surveillance are
some of the applications of navigation. There are various
techniques implemented with high-end precision in
navigation with state estimation recursive algorithm. This
paper presents the analysis of the various methods for
detecting acceleration and angular position of an object with
a different approach for knowing its position in navigation
applications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
basic formulation of a three-axis accelerometer and its
implementation and describes three-axis gyroscopes for
measurement of rotation around axes. Section III consists of
accelerometer and gyroscope testing on the Kalman filter.
All the results are discussed in section IV followed by a
conclusion and future work is discussed in section V.
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II.

ACCELERATION FORCE AND
ROTATIONAL MOTION

(7)

A. 3-axis Accelerometer
Accelerometers are responsible to measure the
accelerometer forces. These are usually detected force that is
directed in the opposite direction from the acceleration
vectors often called a fictitious force [12]. These
accelerometer measures all linear forces. There are two
types of accelerometers viz. AC response accelerometer and
DC response accelerometer. AC response category can
measure only dynamic events as AC coupled systems [13].
They are not suitable to measure static responses like gravity
and centrifugal forces whereas DC response accelerometers
can measure static as well as dynamic events for an object.
The commonly used accelerometer is in the AC response
category. Piezoelectric elements are used in these types of
accelerometers and for the DC response there are two basic
elements capacitive and piezo-resistive. Capacitive
categories of the accelerometer are more popular and it is
fabricated using MEMS-based technology. These are the
types of accelerometer that measures acceleration on the
surfaces using capacitive method which has capability to
measure static and dynamic accelerometer response.
The accelerometer measures the acceleration in the three
directions which is always affected by the gravitational
force [14].
(1)
Where,
= mass of the body
= force of gravity
= acceleration applied to the body
As we assume the linearity, responsivity is expressed as a
vector form:
(2)
This equation is expressed as a vector in {x,y,z} coordinate
systems.
Where

(8)
Above three equation gives accelerometer reading for three
axes in volts to express same in it is mandatory to apply
sensitivity which is expressed as
(9)

(10)
(11)
The above three equations give accelerometer reading for
inertial vector.
B. 3-axis gyroscope
Gyroscope is used to measure rotational motions. Usually,
gyroscope used to provide direction in the navigation
systems. Gyroscope maintains its performance for simply to
be able to measure the rate of rotation around with some
fixed particular axis. These types of sensors are used to
regulate an angular position based on the basis of principle
of the rigidity in space [15].
Gyroscope gives the output which is linearly related to the
rate of change of the angle„s‟ of projection of the vectors on
that plane. Consider the z-axis and the
and
vectors
on that plane and let‟s assume the measured angle of
rotation around Y-axis at time t0 and measured the same
angle after some time t1, so the angle between the
plane
with z-axis is given by:
(12)
This value needs to be converted as given as
(13)
(14)

III.

Magnitude vector of r
= maximum responsivity in coordinate systems {x,y,z}
For accelerometer response vector is expressed as
(3)
Acceleration vector for the same coordinate systems denoted
as:
(4)
Most of the accelerometers are of two types, analog and
digital. The accelerometer will output voltage levels within a
predefined range that need to be converted into digital
values. This conversion is done by using an ADC. For the
conversion of the input reference voltage is required as well
as bit conversion for ADC is needed. This output voltage is
expressed as:

EFFECT OF KALMAN FILTER ON
ACCELEROMETER AND GYROSCOPE

For the prediction and estimation, the Kalman filter gives
perspicacity in the prediction and estimation of the objects.
This filter is subjected to determine state-space estimation.
In Kalman filter dynamic linear model, the initial object
position has to undergo with prediction stage which adds
measurement noise and observation noise over time. Hence
the corrected position is accomplished with the state
estimation, measurement and update stages. This dynamic
system can be distributed with noise. The data from the
sensor has to be given to the Kalman filter [16].

Prediction
State

Fig. 1: Kalman filter conceptual model

(5)
Each accelerometer has zero voltage levels. To get the
signed voltage values we need to calculate the shift from
these levels which is represented by
(6)
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Kalman states the basic two equations to be followed
for the measurement and prediction of the systems [17],[18].

(23)
(24)

(15)
(25)
Where
= System state
u = Input to the system
= Time index
w = Process noise
= Matrix of the system
Kalman filter gives the output with added noise as:

(26)
(27)

(16)
Where
z = Noise measurement
y = Output measured
Above equations are the vectors that contains information
for example, vector has all the information regarding the
present state. The output of the filter contains the
information measured with time and if the object is traveling
in a straight line then the object has velocity and object
position . And this acceleration is getting changed at time
so the velocity is given by,
(17)
Usually, the updated velocity is represented by the current
velocity with prescribed velocity within the specified time.
Here the chances of noise as the previous velocity might not
be true due to some random noise in the velocity. So (17)
can be rewritten as:
(18)
Where
= Velocity noise
Similarly, the position for an object is calculated as:
(19)
Where
= Position noise
Now to represent the velocity and position we can define
these vectors that has velocity and position so the system
equation is represented as
(20)
(21)

Where
K = Kalman gain
x^ = State estimate
C^ = Covariance estimate of state
= State transition matrix for propagation of the state
forward in time from discrete-time k to k+1.
H = Measurement matrix that relates measurements to the
state
R = Priori measurement noise covariance matrix is the prior
process noise covariance matrix
z = Measurement vector. Prediction of state and
Covariance estimates one step forward in time indicated
by + sign.
The position of the object about the sensor values is
described by its coordinates i.e. accelerometer values and
gyroscope values prescribed by the sensor and the position
of object varies over time by equation no.27.
IV.

TEST AND RESULTS

To test the sensor-based approached for the individual
sensor approach is based on the raw sensor data which is
received by sensor MPU6050. This is a three-axis
accelerometer and three-axis gyroscope MEMS-based
sensor. The experimental route area is conducted in an
indoor environment. The accelerometer and gyroscope raw
date are taken and analyzed based on its linear acceleration
performance on the three axes. The same analysis is
attempted for the three-axis gyroscope. Accelerometer
corresponds to the
and voltage levels which
measures the voltage shifts i.e. 1.65V and as the output of
the accelerometer is in volts and to serve the purpose to
convert into sensitivity expressed mV/g requires the
sensitivity and as per MPU6050, it is taken as sensitivity
scale factor 16384 with accelerometer full-scale range
[21]. Fig. 2 shows the raw linear acceleration data for
accelerometer in MPU6050. The analysis of the raw data is
conducted in MATLAB.

Where
= Process noise
Kalman filter always comprises of measurement noise and
process noise. So there is a correlation of process noise and
measurement noise, in terms of the noise covariance
matrices covariance noise is given as:
(22)
And measurement noise covariance is given by:
Fig. 2: Three-axis accelerometer raw data from the
sensor
This Kalman filter has two important stages of prediction
and correction stages with all in presence of Gaussian noise
and given by following equations [19],[20]:
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V.

Fig. 3: Gyroscope around the axes from sensors with sensitivity
is considered as

Another method tested here is to get the acceleration and the
angular movement by using the Kalman Filter. This filter
works based on the prediction and the estimation and based
on that it updates the measurement state. The same concept
is applied to the accelerometer and gyroscope data. This raw
data is the input to this filter and based on that it measures
the estimation state. In estimation there is possibility of the
measurement noise and the process noise to get added. We
have assumed 0.6 as a measurement noise and process noise
as 1.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As acceptance of the navigation, popularity is gained by the
GPS but to some extent, these GPS signals have an
erroneous signal which cannot give an accurate position.
Similar to the navigation approaches the sensor itself is
giving raw data and this data can be utilized to find out
velocity and angular moments for the position. These
sensors functionality can be used for navigation assistance
which will track one's position. These sensory data also
experience some noise that affects the raw data coming from
sensors to find out the position from sensor raw data we
approach of linear acceleration is implemented and shown in
fig. 2 and fig. 3 although the accelerometer is affected by
vibration and noise. For gyroscope, it is less sensitive to
linear movement but gyroscope doesn't get to zero value
when it stops because of drift problems in it. The results are
better with the two different data for finding one's position.
In the further part, the same data is tested using Kalman
filter and the analysis shows a better estimation for the data
using the filter. This filter gives the satisfactory projection
of the estimated data values and the predicted data values
and the analysis of them is nearing to the actual data
samples in it. Accelerometer and gyroscope have different
sampling rate and the output of the sensors have their
advantages but by combining both the data together can give
better results in the navigation as a part of data fusion.
Developing a methodology to effectively combine the
different sensors data, their synthesis and analysis would be
the future work.
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